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Safe for Drones??
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TRAINING
Shipyard Competent Person
3-Day Initial
Apr 6-8 @ SSC
May 4-6 @ SSC

1-Day Updates
Mar 16 @ Fremont
Apr 7 @ SSC
Apr 20 @ Fremont
Fremont @ Fishermen’s Terminal
(SSC: Georgetown Campus Just off I-5: Corson
Ave)

OSHA 10 Maritime & General Industry

ABS INSPECTOR GUIDES DRONE TO GET VIDEO OF
DEFECTIVE WELD

10-hour training on 29 CFR 1915 or 1910
provides methods on recognition,
avoidance, abatement, and prevention of
safety and health hazards in workplaces
specific to the maritime or general
industries.

Not so long ago huge tankship cargo tanks were routinely filled with water ballast so inspectors
could paddle about in rafts to check and photograph the overhead welds and structure. Of course,
the Marine Chemist would first certify the tank airspaces “Safe for Workers,“ before the entry.
Afterward, if repairs were needed, he might write a Certificate: “Safe for Hot Work.”
(Sometimes the Chemist would accompany the inspector to check the repair site for cleanliness.
On one occasion the two paddlers felt some panic at the far end of a huge cargo tank as they
noticed decreased freeboard and a trail of bubbles from their inflatable...)
It costs a lot of time and money to ballast for survey. So, recently inspectors asked Chemist Mike
Schmitt: Could they fly a DRONE to get up-close video images of remote tank structure?
Mike routinely uses “Safe for Workers” and “Safe for Hot Work” to describe the workspace. But
“Safe for Drones??” There is no such rule. And none is needed because DRONES fit nicely into
the definition of “Hot Work.” And what about DRONES brings Hot Work to mind?
(Continued on the next page)
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Safe for Drones, Cont.
Drone flight might amount to “hot work” because
a drone’s lithium-hydride battery might generate
serious heat on impact with a frame or bulkhead.
Already such batteries are suspected of ignitions
in the pants pockets of “vapers.” (Not “vapors”!
“Vapers” smoke e-cigarettes.) Such fires are
probably the reason TSA routinely impounds Liion batteries during preflight baggage searches.
Camera Drone Near the
Tank’s Overhead

The Drone Reports to a Computer

Damage from Stray Current??
Some years back (2008) Washington State Ferries
lost the services of the “Diesel Electrics” – 4 elderly
but functional car ferries.
Wasted steel plate was the issue. But what should
we expect after 70 years in salt water?
Nowadays, though, hull corrosion can attack in
months!

38”

The M/V Samish (delivered 2014) has already been
in drydock to repair holes wasted into plate below
the waterline. And last September a towboat just a
year in service was hauled because hull plate in the
engine room failed (note images of wasted ¾” mild
steel.)

18”

Such
damaged
plate indicates the
steel had become
“electro-negative”
from wild, random
current flow. Such
“electrolytics” are
especially worrisome because they do their damage quickly,
randomly and without warning.
Modern vessels are electronic marvels with dozens of systems
under electronic control. Apparently these electronics, designed to
be reliable and to save manpower, may also cause loose current
and scary corrosion.
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Renaissance Men
Competent Persons often wear several hats
as they pursue their production and safety
duties. But one February day Crowley’s
Duane Kettlewell and Mike Daniels were
bareheaded as they, along with helpers from
Alaska Marine Lines and Olympic Tug and
Barge, trucked sand, gravel and cement from
Cal Portland to replace defective concrete at
the International District’s Food Bank at St.
Mary’s. Thanks also to Chemists Joseph and
Mike for their hard work and time.

Duane and Mike Take a Break

It’s a tradition. Maritime interests around the
Port of Seattle are big supporters of
Northwest Harvest and several area food
banks.
Seasonal schedules or shifting Alaska oil
fortunes may require vessel lay-up.
Creeping expiration dates or shutting down
the vessel plant can mean emergency
disposal of a vessel’s food and other stores.
Knowing food banks are lifelines to some
citizens and community treasures to all, fish
processors and other crewed (not crude!)
vessels make sure no food is wasted. Since
we’re routinely on the waterfront, a call to
Peggy (206 932
0206) will make
such generosity
easy and get a
Sound
Testing
pickup
onsite.
Provisions
will
make their way
to a food bank
before the shift
ends.
(Saves
dumpster costs
too!)
Making Big Ones into Little Ones

Congrats to Terry Atkins of the Washington State Ferries: Winner of February’s quiz.
February’s Question:
Q: Organic oils (olive, vegetable, sesame) are common in the kitchen. What oil of plant origin, with
tremendous lubricity, might you find in the toolbox of the Outside Machinist?
A: Oil of Wintergreen
March’s Question:
“Building a Towboat” (Complete the rhyme:)
“The outer deckplate must align with the side shell by design!
Now: weld the sideshell to the ________.”
Send your answer to newsletter@soundtestinginc.com before March 25, 2016.
All correct answers will be entered into a random drawing and one person will win a $50 gift card!
One entry per person, please.
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